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Overview

The mission of FDC3 is the development of standards for the interoperability of desktop applications in financial workflows with the goal seamless discovery and interaction without prior, bi-lateral agreements.

- Started in October 2017 by OpenFin
- Participation from 40+ firms across the financial industry, including major sell-side, buy-side, data vendors, trading platforms, and communication platforms.

Governance

PMC
- Espen Overbye
- Frank Tarsillo
- Johan Sandersson
- Jonathan Teper
- Neil Slinger
- Nicholas Kolba
- Saori Fotenos

fdc3-pmc@finos.org

Amended POP
Community

7 Projects

5 Working Groups

20+ Active Contributors

PLATINUM MEMBERS

GOLD MEMBERS

SILVER MEMBERS

FINOS Fintech Open Source Foundation
Activity

Meetings
- Monthly steering meeting
- Fortnightly working group meetings
- Demos created, presented, and shared with the working group

Delivered
- High Level Architecture Design
- Approved Initial Context Data Specification
- API Specification Draft
- Intents Draft
- Alpha App Directory
- Alpha implementation of FDC3 APIs
Get Involved!

• Join the mailing list: fdc3@finos.org

• Document and share use cases

• Participate in a Working Group

• Implement the standards

• Contribute to reference implementations

• Provide feedback on proposals, drafts, and specifications
Thanks!